Great News! We found housing for you! Would you like to live in New Orleans, or Boston? You want Phoenix? No, too close to San Diego. How about Chicago?

When practical to post an advanced preview, view this newspaper becoming assembled at N2ZF.com/SDHNPreview. • There is also a Media List if a “Proposed” Edition is issued, and you can get onto that e-mail list and come before or after publication at n2zf@hotmail.com, or on Facebook at facebook.com/SanDiegoAlternativeNews. • Donations are accepted at Paypal.com, Account n2zf@hotmail.com.

News Media News and Other News

The most important article is a series on prison deaths called “Dying Behind Bars”, a 3-part mini-book in Sunday editions of the SD Union-Tribune, by John R. Lamb, David Davis, and Lauryn Schroeder. Impossible to link.

San Diego CityBeat is now under a new owner and Publisher, Steve Strickbine, of Times Publications, Tempe, Arizona. This group is not affiliated with the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, the Chicago Sun-Times, nor any other daily newspaper with the word “Times” in it. CityBeat started in San Diego about 17 years ago, when Kelly Davis and David Rolland were sent from Ventura to establish a newspaper here. Rolland served as its first Editor, eventually leaving to join the staff of State Representative Toni Atkins, who was Chair of the State Assembly and is now Chair of the State Senate. Rollins and I never saw eye-to-eye, but I got much better treatment from CityBeat’s other two Editors, Ron Donaho and current (until recently) Editor Seth Combs. Combs has actually won my “Best Editor” category more than once. And, CityBeat has frequently contained San Diego’s best editorials across all news media.

I cover editorials because I have 56 years as an Editor, and write editorials for the nation’s dailies as a ghost writer throughout the 1970s. In his initial hello article, Strickbine cites financial difficulties as CityBeat’s need to change ownership, and I’ve known the legendary John R. Lamb (“Spin Cycle”) and the lineup of contributors. Aaryn Belfer (“Backwards and In High Heels”) from the legendary “Sidewalk Life is Legal: The lawsuit which gives all Western States homeless the right to live on the sidewalk is called Martin v. Boise Idaho,” which also makes it unlawful to ticket homeless. This is for your lawyer. The City of San Diego also has a Court Order from a previous lawsuit that it must allow all homeless to sleep on all City property from 9 PM to 5:30 AM, which applies ONLY to the City (not County) of San Diego. This was since modified to be 9 PM to 6 AM, and exclude Downtown San Diego, which includes East Villas, Voice of San Diego, and has a new podcast. John R. Lamb has an excellent editorial in the Sept. 25 edition.

John Kitchin, N2ZF, Editor-Publisher, San Diego Homeless News. Yes, I am San Diego’s Senior Editor in today’s jumble of Nonsense News Media.
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When I worked as a Police Chief, in the 1970’s, I became aware that if you’re looking for gangsters, look at the City Attorney, District Attorney, Mayor, and the owners (not Editors) of news media. The Italian Godfather? No. You’re watching too much television. Organized Crime is run by the Freemasons, which are controlled by the Bar Association and the Latter-Day Saints. The Italians are just scapegoats, a group of businessmen who form a class in society. You’re exposed to TV news, and blame the Italians for everything. Then, you will never know what is really going on. Make America Stupid Again.

Homeless Parking: Gary Warth has a great article in the San Diego Union-Tribune August 24, front page of Local (B-1) “Citation Forgiveness For Homeless Widens”, about the Homeless Court. The program is called Clean Plates, and erases past parking citations, avoiding parked cars from being towed. If you’re interested for your car or RV, this program can get tickets erased.

Warth also writes about “Recovering Addicts Speak to Homelessness”, Sept. 3, Page B-1, about a program designed to reduce dope usage. San Diego, however, has tried and failed. It has lead to a lot more suicides, plus an increase in harshsentance they call “outreach”. These things, and tough new parking restrictions for living in vehicles, has led to a lot more suicides, plus an increase in harshsentance they call “outreach”. These things, and tough new parking restrictions for living in vehicles, has led to a lot more suicides, plus an increase in harshsentance they call “outreach”. These things, and tough new parking restrictions for living in vehicles, has led to a lot more suicides, plus an increase in harshsentance they call “outreach”. These things, and tough new parking restrictions for living in vehicles, has led to a lot more suicides, plus an increase in harshsentance they call “outreach”.
harassing us until we are dead, and it is the policies of the city and county that cause our lives to be not livable. Our homes have been taken away, and now that ALL the cheap housing has been torn down, quite literally, bringing our friends and families into a Mormon-Freemason real estate cartel go from here? Every year hundreds die just from being homeless.

Voice of San Diego has an ad on Google called “This Is Your Homelessness”. I suppose that is a category as opposed to a title, but I keep getting calls for Voice of San Diego, saying things like, “You don’t have to like them, but you don’t have to confuse them with San Diego Homeless News. We are a legitimate news outlet. They assume they are a podcast, okay? They do usually have a good selection of on-line news articles, too, and so do we.

Staying with Voice of San Diego, their on-line news site has two excellent articles of note at this time:

Adriana Heldiz writes in the Voice of San Diego August 23, 2019, about how the downtown San Diego library is also a refuge for the homeless. And, Megan Wood writes August 20 a column called “…your questions answered”, a rare truthful story about the homeless problem. The only thing I disagree with is that Utah was one place which greatly decreased its number of homeless. Nope. They cooked the books, also taking advantage of a definitions-change of the HUD term “Chronic Homeless”. We covered that.


Either one is going to be the same crooked cutout and upcoming Second Great Depression that started in February of 2006, made me homeless via the failure of mortgage backed securities, crashed Stock Market in 2008, and crashed Real Estate in 2009. From that point, banks were rescued but not homeowners, and major corporations were rescued, but not small businesses. Further government economics in the 2009-2010 years was to make the Leading Economic Indicators booming, but all of the money went to the nation’s wealthiest 3,000 people who already had a million dollars.

President, be thankful you do not get nominated. Trump will win, of course, because of a recent deal with the Saudis that is going to bring lots of money back to him. I am telling you he will give him a big slice of our military technology. If he loses, of course, because he seems innocent until proven guilty, but since he runs the Justice Department, Defense Department, and even the CIA, will the CIA tell him what to do?

Supposedly the State of California is now giving EBT-Food. This has SS2 regained the high until they have been blocked from getting such money, known as cash in some states. It is a political change in “California High-Cost” additional money to homeless individuals. Toni Atkins sponsored this bill, and we think she may be running for Governor herself. She made 30 Senate changes and drastically diminished the “California Homeless” cost to additional money to homeless individuals.

Gary Warth, San Diego Union-Tribune, writes “Church’s Shelter Future Uncertain”, Sept. 10, about a well known church that is still providing services permitted by the City. In the past few months, 4 different churches have been said to have part in Haiti. Sant’Anna’s South Parish owns a homeless shelter that abuses homeless, and even one church engaging in Racism. I recall one church last offerring help to Black homeless people at the Ocean Beach pier. Black people only, and they took them to South San Diego, the Black area of San Diego, giving them one night’s lodging, free.

In the morning, however, these Black people were not taken back to the Beach. We need a meeting of the Urban Removal, Repression. The church known as God’s Extended Hands (the homeless call it God’s Extended Hands) who own a downtown San Diego homeless area (“The Bottoms”) shelter a few months back, and they were sending food to homeless, and it was providing meals for many years near 17th and Island Avenue. Lots of complaints about their food being way too hot (Euchemical contamination)

One other local church, per NBC News, was recently investigated, homeless, but was fired for knowing too much, and asking the wrong (or right) questions. San Diego City, for the Grand Jury, should name the City’s “Homeless City” refugee camps like the real-estate that is called “America’s Homeless City”. This led to our motto of San Diego being America’s Homeless City. The United Nations became involved when the San Diego County Grand Jury, years ago, found San Diego to be one of the worst places in the nation to live, and investigate to our shock. Subsequent investigations by other Grand Juries over the years then started to become “rigged”, where only disadvantaged persons who knew nothing about the truth of the problem were permitted on the Grand Jury.

When Melanie Stuart was Chair of the Homelessness Oversight Commission, she investigated homeless, but was fired for knowing too much, and asking the wrong (or right) questions. San Diego City, for the Grand Jury, should name the City’s “Homeless City” refugee camps like the real-estate that is called “America’s Homeless City”. This led to our motto of San Diego being America’s Homeless City. The United Nations became involved when the San Diego County Grand Jury, years ago, found San Diego to be one of the worst places in the nation to live, and investigate to our shock. Subsequent investigations by other Grand Juries over the years then started to become “rigged”, where only disadvantaged persons who knew nothing about the truth of the problem were permitted on the Grand Jury.

MEETINGS:

This edition contains what went on at two different meetings of the Basic Dignity Coalition, one of them the first Thursday of August, and the other the first Thursday of September.

August 1, 2019.

Attendance was 20. There are so many things going on that it is impossible to explain it all. The 16th St. downtown storage center is still full, and there is still a lot of disagreement. Our meeting of December 21, 2018, was also last Thursday at the other storage center in Sherman Heights, probably due to crime and intolerance. Survival Distress of homeless was also last Thursday, where we all put in 235 blankets, among many other things. Free Legal Aid is available until 6:30 PM Thursday nights by calling 619-354-9879.

A Journalism student from Princeton University was present, writing about the San Diego homeless situation. He claimed to be well-read on the Homelessness-Owned website and also this newspaper. That is good, because most universities teach pure lies and rigid studies instead of the truth. He emphasized that work in the homeless community needs to be real volunteers, and not involving nonprofits. He is studying the effects homeless homes have on couples and lovers. He mentioned the Alpha Project (Bob McClory) and his Wheels For Change project as being the good ones, with the others all gone.

Next, Jeeni Cristezo spoke about no longer being with Amikas, nor necessarily endorsing their agenda. A lot of non profit agencies, currently classified as a nonprofit housing female veterans, back in time when none of the military shelters accepted women. This is because every military is a non profit. The Member of the Board, Memford Morrow, who developed “Tiny Houses”, those are what entirely eliminated homeless problems in Tiujana.

Jean now claimed that further research on the churches really did build or buy Tiny Homes. This has resulted in a lot of Domestic Violence involved in theby the homeless. One of the most famous is the One bedroom plan, and also says that all alternative plans were forced to never happen, because of real estate developers and control of the City Hall. She has always had a very realistic analysis.

Tiny Cabin Villages are still the answer, but they must have cooking and bathing facilities, a maximum stay of 2 years at one location, a large number of small cabins and toilets, and a 1/4 mile radius of security, and an advisory board to deal with neighbors.

UNESCO, the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization toured San Diego’s homeless camps in August of 2016, and stressed that they must stay another 6 years. On their previous visit, they determined San Diego was the worst city in the world in terms of its’ very poor quality than any refugee camp in the world. This led to our motto of San Diego being America’s Homeless City. The United Nations became involved when the San Diego County Grand Jury, years ago, found San Diego to be one of the worst places in the nation to live, and investigate to our shock. Subsequent investigations by other Grand Juries over the years then started to become “rigged”, where only disadvantaged persons who knew nothing about the truth of the problem were permitted on the Grand Jury.

The Vehicle Habituation and Overnight Parking Ordinances are still being challenged in court. The City and County have been using the Homelessness hero in use in San Diego because of the worry, anxiety, and uncertainty for those 20 thousand San Diego homeless who sleep in motor vehicles. The City and County do not even admit that we have that many homeless, total, although the truth is that we have.
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Another meeting of the Basic Dickitude Coalition, 15 present. Adam pointed out that many bus stops needed by bus drivers are closed, and that bus routes have been re-routed, too. Most stops now near dollar stores have been moved or eliminated, and those that remain only have as many seats for the poor people with their crunches and small dogs, as you can imagine. This is a city in a that is now 40% elderly and will become 65% elderly in the next few years?

The big news is that it is reported that Cal-Fresh, the state equivalent of the Federal Food Stamp Program, can now be accessed by those with SSI benefits. Up until now, anyone who got SSI (Supplemental Security Income) was not eligible for SNAP, Cal-Fresh, EBT Food Benefits, or similar. No word yet as to whether homeless people would lose their qualifications, or whether they would lose direct funds if they sign up for Cal-Fresh. The State of California has a small fund that goes to those who are homeless, and thus need all the help they can get. This money is paid to the Federal Government and becomes part of Social Security or SSI deposits.

Champion of poverty and homeless law, attorney Scott Dreher, has his daughter Leilani helping the United Nations with their investigation of San Diego. She has a channel on YouTube.

Dr. Megan Welch, of San Diego State University, has a study ongoing regarding the SEVI, Social and Economic Vulnerability Initiative, especially as it impacts the homeless who use the San Diego Riverbed for a home. There are impacts regarding hygiene, sanitation, and her data is being shared with the United Nations. It is now estimated that 65% of the San Diego homeless are now in camping, nurseries, and rural areas. Professor Welch can generally be accessed at the Mission Valley Library, at the Forten Parkway trolley stop.

Some of her research included the fact that homeless were being pushed away from certain resources, and that new facilities with easy contact with social service providers and more contact with emergency services. Also, they had daily struggles with toilets, showers, and water. Even though days were spent just trying to get water access. There was a lot of open defecation, and very high rates of diarrhea. She wanted to see what could be done to no longer criminalize homelessness. The Homeless Editorial Board wrote a web page on the ongoing 30-year struggle to try to make being homeless unlawful, and it can be viewed at NZ9F.com/Police. Be sure to click on the link to the San Diego Police website. These policies originated with Mayor Jerry Sanders, who was once our Chief of Police.

For a few years there has been an attempt to combine the Homeless Choir, Burrito Boys, and the Basic Dickitude Coalition into a single group, and a lot of my time has been spent promoting this. I have been watching who reports on group directions with BDC, because I have been at all 5 or 6 of their more than 120 monthly meetings, and I have tried to make this group about dignity for homosexuals, lesbian Women’s Rights groups have tried to make it all about dignity for women (only), and there were religious groups that wanted to make it all about Jesus, too. The basic theme of the group is about poverty and homelessness, and what can be done to provide better support for those victims of society which were made homeless by real estate developers.

I fail to see how trash cleanups, choirs, food giveaways, religious talks, and a lot of other things help at all. One group of concerned women wanted to bring in an all-female choir, and it only has 10 on it to treat women. We think groups like that, although well-meaning, victimize more than they help. San Diego’s biggest problem is that homeless and poor keep getting fed a huge amount of human blood and semen in their free food provided, and that makes them less able to think straight, organize, politicize, and make good decisions about their own conditions, also leads directly to Alcoholism and Drug Abuse, but you already know that if you’re any sort of minister. I teach Seminary, and I am the Pagan Bishop. I promised never to write a book on a religious issue, so I am openly Atheist, even though most ministers keep their Atheism a secret. The latest incarnation of attempts to take over the group has actually resulted in one of the Directors getting appointed to the RTFH (Regional Task Force on the Homeless), so this could have some political benefit. I stopped writing about the RTFH years ago when it seemed like they had no benefit to the homeless situation. It also looked to me like the Homeless Committee of the San Diego City Council was doing nothing whatsoever, either.

Articles on Homeless History which may or may not make the next editions:

* Water Main beatings and lawsuits, homeless grocery workers, and lawsuits, and a thousand die to build Petco Park, the Portland Loo, downtown toilet shutdown, arson of homeless camps.

* Article on Asperger’s Syndrome and Greta Thurber”

Publisher John Kitchin has had Asperger’s, thought to be an evolutionary syndrome, comments on the new Master Plan for Homelessness, especially as it impacts the homeles

Snide Comments:

Trump used the words “a disgusting rat and rotten infested mess.” Was he talking about his Administration or his troops?

“You are whatever you settle for.” Janis Joplin

New Blammo-Vend handgun vending machines help keep you safe and sell over 8 different kinds of quick-blower pre-loaded fully automatic weapons. Each clip contains 125 rounds, so they are like handgun assault weapons. Each gun also comes with two extra clips. Blast em dead with Blammo-Vend. Coming soon to a shopping mall or trolley stop near you. (When something pisses me off I write a not-so- funny joke to call attention to it.)

Re-runs of Johnny Carson’s Tonight Show, one of NBC’s longest-running programs, are currently being aired on Antenna, a part of the CW Network, on channel 11 in San Diego. Johnny had the best of his jokes past week were about Donald Trump, 32 years ago. Johnny said, “I was driving down the street in New York, and I noticed a man collecting aluminum cans. I asked him what he was doing. He said, ‘I’m collecting cans, Mr. Carson. I’m collecting cans to buy a huge boat anchor that they can tie to their necks and jump off a pier. This will greatly reduce our homeless problem.”

Show that you are PROUD to be a homeless person instead of dead. You face a continuous hour-by-hour struggle to survive. • If you can prove something, it’s good. • My hallucinogenic drug is champagne. • Did you know that Donald Trump is older than Bernie Sanders? • Hard to tell with his wig, plastic surgery, and lots of cocaine use. • Trump Manure Processing and Fertilizer Corporation. It’s really good shit. • God’s Open Arms. Specialists in assault weapons. Solving society’s biggest problems, our body at a time. One colleague as a Master Blaster. 40% off all launched products are sold only! Ask about our huge selection of stinger missles. • Trump Mountain. Great view of the Carmel Fudge Pecan Road, right? It’s between Jimmies Drive and Maraschino Cherry Place. • I once worked at a church where we used to sell Coca for Holy Communion. They are bread, but it gives the phrase ‘cream filling’ a whole new meaning. • Welcome to San Diego? How Long? People get stuck in San Diego and end up enjoying the many fine amenities of living on the sidewalk.

Broadcast History:

My article “Weathergirl” was censored out, the story of the first on-air women in broadcasting in the 1950’s. TV stations hired prostitutes that would broadcast the weather, plus gossip, to all the men. The Jewish television station refused to hire a Weathergirl, instead hiring John Coleman to do stand-up comedy wearing weathergirl garb. For disliking weathergirl garb, the Jewish station had him founding The Weather Channel and inventing the Chroma-Lock, a television device which permitted a weathercaster to stand in front of and have live images superimposed on a weather map. To this day, Chroma-Lock technology is used to superimpose images used below the faces of news anchors, such as “Beatings Continue and Local Police Buffed” or even “Tragedy Versus These Messages.” Asked why John Coleman, a professional poker player, would move to San Diego, he replied, “I like the climate better.”

Planned articles include a treatise on Asperger’s Syndrome, comments on the new Master Plan for Homelessness, and comments on our new mental health plan to work with homeless. More on the proposed articles on homeless history, one column to the left, just above Snide Comments.

DONATIONS were not accepted for many years because of so many problems of all different sorts. Now, you can donate if you want, using PayPal.Com, account nz9F@hotmail.com.

Money will be used to feed poor people, buy office supplies, break the backs of women and drug addicts that need help, and do some basic political activism.

FREE by e-mail or on-line. We go out to 148,000, often more now, if you keep reading. Necessary. Over 35% of our Circulation is outside of the United States, COPYRIGHT 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Dr. John Kitchin, Ph.D., Publisher. Kitchin wrote a pulp turbo-charged book on coevolution in 1995. Biography at NZ9F.com/Police.


Our website at NZ9F.com has archives of all editions, and you can either subscribe or cancel your free subscription by sending an e-mail to nz9F@hotmail.com, from the middle of the left side. If you want to be notified when we publish, sign up at Twitter for @NZ9F (all caps). We estimate 50 or more other tweets, except emergencies. Library of Congress Catalog Card number - URL: www.nz9f.com/editions2018AUG20.

Being homeless on the sidewalk is a lot like being at the zoo, except you’re the exhibit.

www.NZ9F.com/SDHN nz9F@hotmail.com (619) 390-5000 Twitter: @NZ9F (all caps) Facebook: John Kitchin of SDHN Homeless News YouTube: NZ9F. (all caps)

We represent the world’s fastest-growing ethnic group, homeless, the only group that gets no protection from discrimination in employment, housing, education, nor hate-crimes. The average male news staff is a healthy wealthy own everything. No one WANTS to be homeless not being able to do the things they want when everything you do to prevent it fails to work. Making anything voluntary with homeless makes nonsense no sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to force people to become homeless with their will.affles, then they elect to be dogs, some for a longer time, just to stay safe, and many lose that fight, too, becoming mentally ill and often killing themselves. This ends the problems that society forced upon them. No one cares that are themselves cause funerals, but they don’t mind, because they don’t believe in God.
These are the same people who invented God, so they
could control you and make money off you. They fill
your head with propaganda from the day you are born.
The Bar (Democrats and Republicans of the British and
Italian Mafias and the Jewish Cabals) licenses attorneys
and runs the court system, religious system, and news
media. Welcome to Reality! They make money by
expanding the population, with major holdings in both
real estate and food production. They hate population
reduction, and have forced women to have babies, even
though herbs for both birth control and pregnancy
termination have been available for thousands of years.
That is also why they hate same-sex marriage, as it does
not automatically produce biological children, and why
they hate suicide and birth control, both of which reduce
population. They also hate war, unless they can make
money on it. “They” is the Middle Templar Bar of
London.

The Bar of London is a franchise of the Swiss Nazi
Knights Templar, which is descended from the
Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt. They operate the World
Bank, Freemasons, and Illuminati, as well as the Italian
Mafia. Sometimes called the Pharistocracy, or Pharaoh
Aristocracy, this group is responsible for there having
been kings and queens, as well as the use of hypnosis
to control the public via religion. They control the
world’s food supply, adding drugs to same in order to
control and enslave the public. Many of them are not
even from this planet.

A “Guild” is a secret conspiracy group that places their blood
and semen in the food that everybody eats. In Hoc Signo
Vinces, “In this sign you will conquer”. Domini Nos Dirige,
“Lord (a British Lord, not God) guide us”, motto of the City of
London, founded 43 AD, and Pagan until 1300 AD. The
super-secret Jesuit Knights of Malta are a group that
founded the Illuminati of the Rothschild-Rockefeller Family,
and part of the New World Order. See the back of a dollar
bill. Take some of this with a grain of salt. Below, some of
the more modern agencies of these same above groups.